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Abstract. Data warehouses traditionally are built using relational databases. The main reason for
that - data warehouses mostly are used in enterprises with large-scale data sets stored in relational
data structures of different legacy systems. Though rapidly developing non-relational databases
also are still rather unusual in data processing tasks. This paper discusses the possibilities and
advantages of using document-oriented NoSQL database management systems in data warehousing. The paper describes processes and implementation aspects of building data warehouses
using a NoSQL data storages. The research is based on practical experience gained during
implementing of NoSQL data marts in MongoDB.
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1. Introduction
The concept of data warehouse generally is platform-independent, and it does not imply
the usage of specific technological means (Bridgwater, 2015). Nevertheless the prevalent
understanding of data warehouse (DW) presumes the usage of relational databases. For
instance the “Data Warehousing Guide” by Oracle Inc. states: “A data warehouse is a
relational database that is designed for query and analysis rather than for transaction
processing.” Typically it is assumed that DWs are relational data storages and they are
processed using means of relational database management systems (RDBMS).
The concept of non-relational (NoSQL) databases refers to a database alternative to
the relational model that arranges data discretely into tables of columns and rows. Four
different kinds of NoSQL databases can be distinguished (Woodey, 2014): document
databases, key-value stores, graph databases, and column-oriented stores. NoSQL databases are commonly associated with more flexible deployment, high read/write
performance as well as scaling to very large data sets.
There is a trend towards increasingly growing market share for NoSQL databases.
Market surveys have shown how the NoSQL increases their market share, mostly at the
expense of MySQL. Although the maturity of the NoSQL market is assessed to be rather
low yet, the Forrester Wave estimated (Han et al., 2003) the current adoption of NoSQL
to be at 20% in 2014 and saw it doubling by 2017.
For the present the NoSQL databases are mostly perceived as high performance data
structures, suitable for look-up and filtering operations, not as wholesome database
management systems applicable for complex data processing activities. But it is just a
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matter of time to build reliable business solutions covering the critical and supporting
business functionality. Data warehouse is one of such potential areas, so this paper is
devoted to creating of NoSQL-based DW using document-based NoSQL data stores.
Lately efforts of producers of DBMS systems to satisfy the developer community
and market demands have resulted in the recent real expansion of functionalities that
have brought the two separated worlds considerably close together (Gaspar and Coric,
2017). There can be confidently said that both areas are merging and complementing
each other.
The first chapter describes classical DWs and identifies benefits to be expected if
using NoSQL technologies instead of RDBMS. The second chapter describes how to
create DW using NoSQL data marts and highlights the necessity to use cross-platform
denormalization technology. The third chapter deals with reporting issues in NoSQLbased DWs. The paper proposes requirements for reporting support in DW, and it is
based on the behavior of classical DWs adding NoSQL-specific features.

2. RDBMS-based vs NoSQL-based DWs
Typically there are several IT systems in an enterprise, every of them covering a
different functional segment (e.g. Accounting, HR, CRM). The need of such enterprise’s
management for more integrated information often leads to the decision to build a DW.
As the most of applications use RDBMS data storage the decision to base the DW on a
RDBMS data mart seems obvious. Such a decision is compelling if the DW shall
integrate only some RDBMS based data but it is not self-evident in times of more and
more information becoming relevant for the organizations’ decisions (Han et al., 2011).
Roughly speaking the existing RDBMS-based (or classical) DW (Jarke et al., 2003)
technology divides all collected data in two groups:
 There is a data that can be measured (e.g. temperatures, costs, speed). Such
data - in DW terminology called facts - will have no business value if not
used in context of time intervals and/or other describing attributes.
 Only the describing data - in DW terminology called dimensions – gives
meaning to facts. Desirably all the describing data would be related directly
as foreign keys to the facts, called star scheme, but sometimes the available
data requires more sophisticated DW, called snowflake scheme. There are
also other description schemas possible, for instance, the multi-dimensional
Cognos Dynamic Cubes of IBM (Beryoza et al., 2015).
The benefit of the classical DW technology in comparison to any self-made data
integration is the built-in functionality to combine facts with dimensions. Therefore DW
users might not even need to have deep business knowledge do get benefits from it.
Classical DW technology implicitly enforces all describing data to be structured and
cannot really deal with semi-structured and non-structured data. Of cause it will always
be possible to implement a workaround for specific situations but such solutions are not
flexible by definition (Baars and Kemper, 2008). In turn the NoSQL technology claims
to have the ability to handle high volumes of structured, semi-structured, and
unstructured data.
Though, the strong architecture of dimensions and facts dictates some specific
limitations for DW usage, too. For instance, once a DW is created, it is hard to change its
structure, so the exact facts and dimensions should be defined prior to the creating of a
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DW. Likewise, an initial meaning of data could be practically lost when focusing only
on aggregation of facts.
Today’s users expect DW solutions to act more in the internet-style than to enforce
the user to act within predefined structures. Users may expect the DW is able to pro-vide
answers even if only search texts are entered. As NoSQL technology by nature provides
a good support regarding semi-structured and unstructured data (Kaur and Rani, 2013)
the possibilities should be investigated to combine the text search capabilities of NoSQL
with possibilities to receive similar results as provided from a classical DW. But there
should be taken into account, that NoSQL data storages are not created for numerical
operations on big data sets. Although all the NoSQL storages support several numerical
data formats and allow operations like SUM, AVG and COUNT that support is always
worse than classical DW support for facts (Leavitt, 2010).
Thereby it can be concluded NoSQL data storages are able to support the following:
 Data aggregations in documents from several information systems; for
example a document would contain full order details, including data about
all delivered goods and customer’s information;
 It is possible to create documents including the entire data set from external
information systems; even if it is not initially clear which data will later be
used in data analysis (dimensions and facts are not exactly defined yet);
 It is possible to track the context of data origins if necessary from the
document containing resulting (numeric) values.
There should be noted that the document-oriented approach makes the DW more
transparent and easier-to-build. For instance, if the DW is built for management of
orders’ data, the most natural data object in such DW would be an order (document
XML or JSON format) containing full information about deals (orders, sales, etc.),
customers (name, delivery address, etc.), ordered/ sold goods (with their parameters like
color, size, etc.), quantity, price, taxes. Furthermore, creating such a structure the DW
designer would not have to consider a new dimension in DW for VAT as the respective
field would already be a part of the order’s document and therefore accessible for all
data operations – filtering, grouping, aggregation, etc. The NoSQL approach simplifies
the creating of DW as clear data objects or documents are used in a high conceptual
level, in contradiction to the classical DW which requires transformations between
different relational data models to optimize and to use the data.

Fig. 1. Processing of RDBMS-based DW and NoSQL-based DW
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The figure above illustrates how both types of DW are processed. In the case of
NoSQL based DW not only the process is much simpler but also the created DW
structure and content are more transparent.
Of course the usage of NoSQL-based approach in building of DW significantly
increases the data volume to be stored and leads to data duplication. So obviously, such a
solution would not be applicable to big volumes of data. In contrast, small and mediumsized enterprises, especially regarding the nowadays available data processing capacity,
may have positive results.

3. Data extraction for NoSQL-based DW
Another often mentioned benefit of NoSQL is the high flexibility in the development
process (Fehling et al., 2011).
Building classical DW a lot of work must be invested in defining of dimensions and
their hierarchy; adding of new dimensions is also quite labor intensive. During the
creating of a NoSQL DW the action takes place at the level of business objects, the level
of abstraction is much higher, and hence the building of the DW is faster.
NoSQL DW is created in several stages: physical models of used information
systems -> conceptual models of used information systems (i.e. master data model)-> a
common conceptual model -> aggregates or data objects (of different types) ->
documents (each aggregate is a document of one type) -> data transformation process.
Denormalization allows linking of objects from several information systems in the
conceptual (business objects) level. It offers a unified view to all data of an enterprise.
But it also raises problems: how to identify the same objects in different information
systems unambiguously and how to refresh data? Usually data objects are identified
(with unique IDs) in all information systems used within an enterprise; if not, the
classical data mining methods must be used – classification, feature vectors, etc. (AnHai
et al., 2012).
Data refreshing can raise several problems:
1. each row from the relational database may be included in very many
documents of the NoSQL data base; hence the potential changes could
affect very large part of the data;
2. changes in multiple rows (in one or many tables) may lead to repeated
changes in the same document several times;
3. the denormalized documents should contain unique identifiers (primary
keys) of all initial data records, otherwise problems with identification of
changeable documents may arise.
It leads to the conclusion that technically much easier is to delete all documents and
to denormalize the data from the scratch again, or to apply a little optimization (it can
improve performance but not necessarily does it) and to replace all changed documents
with new ones.
The NoSQL technology has the perspective to allow agile development approaches if
there are methodology and tools supporting the denormalization and synchronization for
the respective NoSQL-based data mart.
It’s obvious that it makes no sense to rebuild the relational data structures when
creating the NoSQL based data mart. A process of denormalization will be necessary,
and the denormalization should be as easy to handle as possible (Shin and Sanders,
2006).
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Denormalization of relational data and transforming of it to document-oriented data
base is a topical and for the present insufficiently solved problem. The solutions are
either trivial (table-> collection of documents) or individually programmed processing
routine for each specific. The authors have done practical investigations in this direction
using a prototype for a cross-platform denormalization tool. The tool’s prototype is able
to analyze data structures and relations of several standard RDBMS (MS, Oracle,
MySQL, etc.) by analyzing the according meta-data of the RDBMS. The prototype
allows the user to set up denormalized data structures without programming simply by
browsing data trees or drilling-down the according data. There was also a possibility to
export the selected data as XML or JSON documents (Karnitis and Arnicans, 2015).
The lessons learned can be summarized as follows:
 It is a quite trivial task to create and export denormalized data structures
when the data is related 1:N. Good working algorithm is spreading over all
links from the root data until the denormalized document contains data from
all tables. If any table is accessible via several ways, the shortest will be
automatically used to gather the necessary data.
 Self-referencing data cannot mechanically be denormalized since it would
produce endless referenced document chains. It is recommended either to
flat the source data by preparing an according view or to denormalize the
references only in one direction (e.g., in a hierarchy store only the respective
superior or only the inferiors).
 As less hierarchical levels during denormalization are created as more
convenient the data will be for reporting.
 Aggregation of numerical data is the biggest challenge in the data mart
design process. A considerable intellectual effort has to be spent to find the
best structures as such data cannot be stored redundant in the data mart.
Since the denormalization process does not only export the data in denormalized
form but also stores the meta-data describing the export it is obvious to use that
description for generating of structures in the NoSQL data mart.
Any DW requires a solution to synchronize the data in the data mart with the data
available in the data sources. The DW implementation has to find a compromise between
user requirements regarding data actuality and the technical limitations of involved
technology. All considerations relevant for implementing of DW synchronization in a
classical DW environment will be relevant also for NoSQL-based DW:
 DW designers will have to decide on the necessary frequency of the DW
update;
 they will investigate the possibilities to do data updates limited for time
periods versus a complete reload of all data;
 in case of partial data refreshing, the changed data must be identified.
In particular the last two considerations may significantly influence the refreshing of
data in a NoSQL DW:
 it should be identified which NoSQL documents are affected by data
changes;
 the affected documents or their parts should be replaced by updated ones
with denormalized data.
At present, the existing tools do not offer functionality of data synchronization for
NoSQL-based DWs. The existing data denormalization tools just transform the result of
each data request to a simple NoSQL document. When building NoSQL DW, also
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complex documents should be built, the content of which exceeds a content of one flat,
relational data table; for instance a document about customers may contain all kind of
relevant information – name, several addresses, signatories, account numbers, etc.

4. Reporting for NoSQL-based DW
One of the big strength of classical DW technology is the flexibility regarding the reporting (Chen et al., 2000). Starting from very simple solutions like simply using
EXCEL as front-end and ending up with high sophisticated reporting tools the market
offers a huge spectrum of solutions. Anybody will be able to find a solution solving the
requirements of his organization and the search for the best fit in most cases will be more
economical than a technical task.
When investigating opinions about the disadvantages of NoSQL technology the lack
of reporting support is always located in top positions (Han et al., 2011). The authors’
initial experience when searching for reporting tools fully matched such opinions.
Although different tools are offered for NoSQL DW browsing, they lack the data
analysis functionality (grouping and aggregation).
It makes sense to formulate some requirements regarding the data to be stored in a
data mart helping to simplify the requirements regarding a universal DW browsing tool.
 Not without reasons classical DW technology offers functionality for hiding
the technical naming of data objects from end users. Applying this approach
for the NoSQL data storage means that the data base fields should carry
names understandable for end users and that all involved fields must be
identifiable without an additional context.
 It is also evident that it is not worth to bring technological data only used in
context of the source system from the source to the data mart. E.g. it is
senseless to map the numerical identifier of a typical classifier (a table
consisting of a numerical identifier and a describing field) to the data mart
since the appropriate solution for NoSQL is to add the describing field
directly to the described object.
 As mentioned earlier, numerical data can cause problems if the
denormalization leads to multiple storage of the same information. In cases
where we cannot avoid the redundant storage of numerical data as result of
denormalization we should ensure that such data can be interpreted as text.
On the other hand there should be ensured that the numerical data stored in
the data mart is covering the user requirements fully in the sense that the
reporting tool should not be forced to do mathematical operations (e.g. if the
source system provides price and amount but not resulting revenue we
should store revenue as a third field in the data mart and not leave the
respective calculation to the reporting tool).
When defining requirements regarding a universal browser for NoSQL based DW
(hereafter – UB) it is worth to remind about successful concepts used for classical DW
(Chaudhuri and Dayal, 1997). A user setting up a OLAP-based report in EXCEL will
operate with two panes – one containing the meta-data (in case of OLAP dimensions and
facts) and one with the report containing the data. The meta-data part allows to select the
dimension/fact to be included in the report and also indicates status information (e.g. if a
filter is applied).
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A UB should use an analogue approach: the NoSQL based DW provides the metadata to the UB and the user is able to select/deselect the data objects to be included in the
report and is also provided with additional information how to use the meta-data.
The user should be enabled to save the selected meta-data and the UB should provide
functionality to manage such selections. During the implementation of the prototype we
learned that these meta-data requirements in a NoSQL based environment are far more
challenging than they are for RDBMS (Sen and Sinha, 2005). Every RDBMS provides
some kind of functionality to operate with meta-data but NoSQL by nature is much more
flexible. Even in one collection of NoSQL data mart every single document (the
analogue to a RDBMS record) can be structured differently, so it is advisable to put
uniform documents in one collection. Otherwise, problems with meta-data may occur,
especially regarding document descriptions, filtering and aggregation functions.
We would also expect that the UB would support the same basic operations a
classical DW based reporting tool does – setting up filters and apply sorting. Of course
such features depend on the data types supported by the NoSQL data storage. We should
be able to set up sorting orders independent from the applied order regarding data
representation. The information, whether it is possible to aggregate the data as Count,
Min, Max or Avg, or it is to be used only as text, should be assigned to every numerical
field. The filter, sort and aggregation settings should be stored as a part of the “views”.
All the previously mentioned features will be available in more or less any reporting
tool supporting classical DW but there is one feature we would expect for UB that we
are not used to meet in the classical DW environment – the Google-like search. We
would expect to have an input field allowing to enter any text and such a filter is applied
on all texts stored in the NoSQL data mart.
Generally there are several possibilities regarding the data presentation; we
investigated three types – tree, JSON, nested tables. The tree representation is quite
helpful in some specific cases– especially to explore a single NoSQL document –, but it
is not transparent enough to serve as the presentation layer for a DW product. The same
is true for JSON representation – it is helpful for development and when investigating
details of single records but is also not useable for management purposes. In result we
expect nested tables to be the mandatory representation form for a UB (Table 1.).
Table 1.
Firstname
Lastname
Address
DateOfBirth
Education years
John
Smith
Riga, LV
12
+ hobby
+ education
Peter
Brown
London, UK
15.03.2960
14
+hobby
- education
School
From
To
Years
Oxford
2010
2013
3
University
Some school
1999
2010
11
sum
14
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Basically nested table data representation seems to be also a feasible solution to
present M:N related data – especially since the nesting can be continued also on lower
data hierarchy level. But too deep nesting will confuse the user more than it would help
him.
Since a DW must be able to deal with aggregated numerical values the UB must be
able to group the data. Using our favorite nested table data representation we would
expect the UB to group the data on level of every nested table representing the
aggregations under the according raw data of the column.
It is worthwhile to outline some opportunities provided by the use of NoSQL. One
record in a NoSQL database is a whole document that can contain one or several
uniform sets of data. E.g., Table 1 represents the case that a person has attended two
educational institutions. In this case two types of requests could be reasonable:
 Find all persons who have attended the Oxford University and show all
educational institutions they have attended (Peter Brown has exactly two);
 Find all persons who have attended the Oxford University and show only
those educational institutions which correspond to the searching condition
(Peter Brown has attended only one such educational institution).
Various interpretations can also be applied regarding aggregation. E.g., Table 1
contains the total education period of the persons which can be calculated and
represented both as an additional column referencing the whole underlying document or
referencing the individual educational institutions.
Thereby, on the one hand, a UB of NoSQL may offer additional filtering and data
analysis possibilities, on the other hand, it creates new challenges for UB developers to
develop specific user interfaces because until now this type of functionality was not
available in the classic DW.
Source code 1. Meta-data example
{
....
"columns": {
"_id": { "type": "integer" },
"number": { "type": "string" },
"supplier": { "type": "string"},
"total": {
"type": "real", "aggr": {"sum","avg","min","max”}
},
"warehouse": { "type": "string" },
"state": { "type": "string" },
"items": {
"type": "array",
"subtype": "document",
"childs": {
"_id": { "type": "integer" },
"part_code": { "type": "string" },
"quantity": {
"type": "integer", "aggr": {"sum","avg","min","max”}
},
"price": { "type": "decimal" },
"row_total": { "type": "decimal" },
"state": { "type": "string" }
}
}
}
}
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5. NoSQL meta-data implementation
To ensure an effective data analysis, it is necessary to create a description of the
documents stored in the NoSQL database (a meta-model). The model should describe
the data structure, the explanatory data of the data values, as well as the information
about the possibilities of data analysis (whose values are summable, usable in the
calculation of average values, etc.)
This meta-model (source code 1) could also be used to transfer data from relational
to non-relation data base. Referring to this model it is possible to describe how the fields
are selected and replaced in the resulting document.
The authors propose to build a document’s meta-model as a JSON document which
structure corresponds to the data warehouse document extended with the metainformation: the data type of the vertex, and the available operations.
Source code 2. Meta-data example with data source information
{
...
"ExtractInfo": {
"Request": "select pwID _id, ....., whName as [warehouse]
from waybills order by pwID",
}
"columns": {
"_id": { "type": "integer" },
...
"warehouse": { "type": "string" },
"items": {
"type": "array",
"subtype": "document",
"ExtractInfo": {
"Request": "select pwpID as [_id], prtCode as
[part_code], ... from partWaybillParts_vwFull where
pwID = @parentId order by pwpID",
}
"childs": {
"_id": { "type": "integer" },
"part_code": { "type": "string" },
...
}
}
}
}

The type in the example denotes types of the values, and the aggr denotes the possible
aggregations of types. The element types array and document are distinct. The first one
allows you to define an element that contains a list of other elements, the document
describes an element that is a structure.
By using this definition of documents, it is possible to obtain the data inquires for
data loading during the ETL process (source code 2). In the simplest case, assuming that
single-level elements of a document can be filled from a single data source, the data
loading statement should be added to the defining level of the document.
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Thus, if using such a meta-model, it is possible to provide both the information
necessary for the analysis and the description of data transfer. Since the same description
is used in both cases, it also ensures the integrity of the data warehouse.
This model further illustrates the simplicity of implementing the proposed data
warehouse solution. The information necessary for the transfer and analysis of a
particular data type is collected in one simple structured JSON document. If the data
warehouse must be structurally changed or transaction data is changed, the structure of
the data warehouse description should be changed, and the data loading may be repeated
according to the new description.

6. Conclusions
Usage of NoSQL to build document-based DWs is only possible thanks to the modern
technologies offering more and more power and available dataspace. Even a few years
ago such solutions would not be financially affordable, today they are available for
middle-sized and small enterprises.
Based on experiences gained during development and use of prototypes the authors
believe that the future of NoSQL based DW is promising:
 DW may be easier to build when using NoSQL data storage because fewer
components are necessary and the resulting data structures are less complex;
 NoSQL based DW have the potential to unify benefits of classical DW
technology with the simple-to-use of the Internet times including the
Google-style search;
 NoSQL based DW have the potential to provide new features for data
analyses impossible by classical DW systems, and the initial data context
may be accessible for analysis purposes;
 Benefits when using NoSQL technologies may be expected if a substantial
part of the data collected in the data mart is semi-structured or nonstructured and if we do not face too specific requirements regarding the
facts necessary in the DW.
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